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Abstract
Weprovide an overview of technical and ethical consider-
ations for measuring Internet filtering, focusing on client-
side and network side channel techniques. Client-side
measurements are any measurement that relies on soft-
ware deployed on a network vantage point. Users are typ-
ically involved in installing and running the measurement
software, and informed consent process to ensure users
are aware of risks in doing so should be followed. How-
ever, the relative risk is highly contextually specific, and
can vary depending on the location and background of
the user running the measurement. Network side channel
techniques do not require installation of special software.
By using measurements that take advantage of common
implementation details of network stacks we can infer if
Internet filtering is present between two machines. It is
impractical to obtain prior informed consent for network
side channel experiments. These techniques are interven-
tions into an environment, and to be done responsibly re-
search risk has to reduced to a minimum. We identify
open questions these distinct approaches raise and discuss
possible mitigations for ensuring responsible net- work
measurement experiments.

1 Introduction
Network measurement research that documents Inter-
net filtering and other forms of network interference has
steadily grown in recent years [9]. As this field expands
researchers increasingly find themselves in ethical grey
areas and institutional gaps further complicate ethical
evaluation and guidance. Research ethics standards and
protocols for biomedical and behavioral research are well
developed. However, ethical frameworks for research in-
volving information communications technologies (ICTs)
are not as established. For these studies the objects of
analysis are often computers and networks rather than di-
rect human subjects. The level of abstraction between a
network under examination and a human user can com-
plicate traditional research ethics principles including in-

formed consent and evaluation of risk and benefits [11].
Efforts such as the Menlo Report have sought to ad-
dress this gap and provide ethics guidance for ICT re-
search [13]. Nonetheless grey areas and knowledge gaps
persist due in part to lack of shared community values
and insufficient subject matter expertise on institutional
review boards [12].
Understanding the potential risk of running network

measurements requires consideration of technical and
contextual factors. The technical implementation of an
experiment as well as the legal and political environment
from which it is run can significantly alter the level of
relative risk.
The majority of Internet filtering detection projects

rely on client-side measurement tools and techniques[6,
8, 17]. Client-side measurements typically consist of
installing measurement software on a specific vantage
point. Often these vantage points are provided by re-
search participants who are located within a county of
interest.
A body of new research has shown the potential of

using network side channels for detecting Internet filter-
ing [14, 15, 19]. These techniques can be used to measure
the existence of Internet filtering between two machines
without the need for measurement software installed on
either one. These techniques send packets to machines
such as SYNs or pings with spoofed source addresses
to cause those machines to automatically send responses
to the spoofed addresses. By taking advantage of the
common implementation details of many network stacks,
these techniques canmeasure whether the responses were
received by themachine at the spoofed address by exploit-
ing the way that information flows throughout these ma-
chines’ stacks.
Both approaches have distinct technical and ethical

challenges. Client-side measurements often directly in-
volve users and therefore the principles and process of in-
formed consent should be followed. However, the risk of
running client-side measurements is highly contingent on
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the location and context of the user running the measure-
ment, which can complicate the informed consent pro-
cess. Obtaining prior informed consent for side channel
measurements is not possible. These measurements are
a research intervention into an environment and in order
to waive consent requirements they must be done in ways
that reduce risk to the minimum.
This paper provides a high level overview of ethi-

cal and technical considerations for client-side and side
channel measurements. It draws on experiences from
the OpenNet Initiative (ONI) [8], Information Controls
Lab (ICLab) [6], and recent work on network side chan-
nel techniques [14, 15, 19]. We offer proposals for how
risk can be handled and mitigated for both kinds of mea-
surements. However, as we show, many open questions
abound that require further discussion.

2 Client-side network measurement
We define client-side network measurements as any mea-
surement that relies on software deployed on a network
vantage point. A number of projects focused on de-
tecting Internet filtering [6, 8, 17] and network interfer-
ence and more general network performance measure-
ments [7, 20, 21] rely on this approach.
In the following sections we provide an overview of the

techniques, trade-offs, and research risks that client side
measurements can pose for network interference studies.
We concludewith a proposal for how to develop contextu-
ally aware informed consent that can provide better guid-
ance to users. These sections draw from the experiences
of the ONI and ICLab.

2.1 OpenNet Initiative client-side measure-
ments

The OpenNet Initiative, was an inter-university con-
sortium, that measured national-level Internet filtering
through an interdisciplinary approach that combined net-
work measurements with fieldwork, legal, and policy
analysis. The project ran from 2003-2014 and conducted
measurements in 77 countries and found that 42 of them
– including both authoritarian and democratic regimes –
implement some form of filtering [18].
ONI utilized a client-based in-country testing method

for network measurement. This approach uses software
written in Python in a client-server model, which is dis-
tributed to researchers. The client attempts HTTP GET
requests to a pre-defined list of URLs simultaneously in
the country of interest (the “field”) and in a control net-
work (the “lab”). After measurements complete, results
are compressed, and transferred to a server for analy-
sis. Data collected by these measurements include HTTP
headers and status code, IP address, page body, and in
some cases traceroutes and packet captures [18].
In this approach, implementing a measurement con-

sists of the following steps: 1) the country and network of
interest are identified; 2) a URL testing sample is devel-
oped usually in collaboration with researchers from the
country of interest or who otherwise have specific area
studies expertise. Typically two lists are used: one with
globally sensitive URLs tested in every country and one
with locally sensitiveURLs selected for the specific coun-
try; 3) a user is identified. In the ONI these users were of-
ten collaborators in the consortium who used the result-
ing data for research and advocacy activities; 4) the user
goes through an informed consent meeting where the re-
search risks and objectives of the project are explained.
This meeting also includes probing the user about their
perception of the relative risks of running measurements
in the target country. As the users were often more famil-
iar with the context of the specific country their percep-
tions of risks were an important input into determining if
and how an experiment could be run safely; 5) if the user
consents to the study they would install and execute the
software client according to a specific testing schedule.

2.2 Client-side measurement risks
The HTTP GET requests the client initiates are done
without any obfuscation or anonymization as the intent
is to collect responses from the network that are repre-
sentative of the average user experience. This method
introduces risk. If the users’ network is being monitored
requests to potentially sensitive URLs can be discovered.
While technically the risk can be explained the exact

level of it is highly contextually specific. Depending on
the location of the vantage point there could be restrictive
legal and regulatory frameworks and government author-
ities who could potentially see this research activity as
representing a challenge to state authority, as the inten-
tion is to report on the existence, depth, and prevalence
of national filtering systems.
Social risk (e.g. loss of status, privacy and / or reputa-

tion) could potentially emerge if external agents become
aware of a research participant engaging in the study. For
example in some countries authorities may view this form
of research as subversive. If an authority is sensitive to
information of its censorship regime being exposed and
views exposure as potentially damaging, nationals of that
country who are found to be engaged in this study may be
scrutinized.
Assessing the legal risks involved is also contextually

specific. In some countries (e.g. Iran) it is illegal to cir-
cumvent Internet filtering [1]. However, to our knowl-
edge there are no explicit laws that forbid the collection of
measurements on network interference. Despite the lack
of explicit laws that prohibit network measurements and
the fact that our measurements do not harm or disrupt the
networks under investigation the nature of this research
can potentially have political impacts and therefore could
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be seen unfavorably by certain authorities. In countries
with problematic rule of law and records of targeting dis-
sent it is possible that nationals engaging in research with
a foreign university to collect data on a country’s Internet
filtering regime could be targeted by authorities and po-
tentially have legal action taken against them (although it
is unclear to us what exact form this legal action could
take).
Concerns surrounding safety and practicality drove de-

cisions of where the ONI did measurements. Often the
ONI considered countries with potential for interesting
data as too risky or impractical for user-based testing (for
example, during the recent conflict in Syria, and in coun-
tries like Cuba and North Korea). Identifying the high
threshold for user risk can be straightforward, but provid-
ing accurate user guidance in every situation is challeng-
ing and requires focused interactions between the user,
the researchers, and others with area expertise.
In over 10 years the ONI never experienced a user be-

ing arrested, apprehended, pressured, or intimidated by
authorities for their participation in the project. However,
this lack of experienced negative impacts does not mean
that risk of legal or extralegal persecution does not exist.

2.3 Client-side measurement tradeoffs
Client side measurements have limitations. In many
countries, vantage points capable of running measure-
ment software are either unavailable or insufficiently ge-
ographically diverse. In other countries the research risk
for users may be too high to run measurements on user
controlled machines located within a country’s jurisdic-
tion. Thus, the scalability of client side measurements
can be restricted by availability of vantage points and
safety and ethics concerns.

2.4 Responsible client-side measurements
Client-side measurements involving users should go
through the informed consent process and ensure user
participation is both free and informed. As we have dis-
cussed the challenge is the potential variability in risk that
is contingent on the specific location of the measurement.
As part of the Information Controls Lab (ICLab) we

are developing means to facilitate contextually aware in-
formed consent. At a high level the process for running
measurements in ICLab is similar to ONI. The project
protocol has been reviewed and approved by the Research
Ethics Board at the University of Toronto. As part of the
project we are exploring how to assess varying levels of
risk and communicate them to users during the informed
consent process.
We assess the research risk a country poses using the

following metrics: Freedom House “Freedom on the Net
score” (a study of Internet freedom in 47 countries that
are based on laws and practices relevant to Internet ac-

cessibility and rights) [4]; Economist Democracy In-
dex (analysis of economic, financial political and busi-
ness risk of 203 countries that categorizes the countries’
government into four types: Full Democracy, Flawed
Democracy, Hybrid Democracy and Authoritarian) [3];
Government of Canada travel advisory (alerts on situa-
tions that can affect wellbeing and safety abroad) [5].
These baseline scores are used to determine if a coun-

try falls within low, medium or high risk. We are re-
stricting our study to countries that present the medium
research risk level. Potential research participants who
request to engage in the study but are from countries that
present high risks (e.g. active conflict zones) are consid-
ered ineligible to participate.
For example countries such as the US which score

“Free” on the Freedom on the Net metric, “Full Democ-
racy” on the Economist Democracy Index and have no
travel warnings or other reports of caution would be as-
sessed as “low research risk”. A country like Pakistan
which scores “Not Free” on the Freedom on the Net met-
ric, “Hybrid democracy” on the Economist Democracy
Index, and a warning to avoid nonessential travel on the
travel advisory would be assessed as “medium research
risk”. A country like Syria that scores “Not Free” on
the Freedom on the Net metric, “Authoritarian” on the
Economist Democracy Index, and has a travel warning to
avoid all travel would be assessed as “high research risk”.
These baseline scores will be further informed by reports
from the ground that will be regularly provided by our
research team and network. We will have the option of
manually adjusting a risk score if a sudden development
occurs in a country that would not be covered by our met-
rics (e.g. mass protests, conflict, etc).
We will also consider how the selection of URL sam-

ples affects the relative risk in a particular jurisdiction.
For example, in some environments testing for content
related to child abuse and terrorismmay be further scruti-
nized by authorities as accessing this content is explicitly
prohibited.
We are currently piloting these metrics with users from

countries around the world at varying risk levels (exclud-
ing high risk). We acknowledge that these metrics are not
perfect approximations of risk, but we hope that can serve
as a baseline and be informed by further context.
Ideally, we envision a database that is regularly up-

dated with standardized metrics, vetted situation reports
from recognized experts and user updates that provide a
more holistic view of potential risks in countries under
consideration for network measurements.

3 Side-channel network measurement
Side channel techniques can be used to measure cen-
sorship between two machines without running special
measurement software on either one. These techniques
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send packets to machines such as SYNs or pings with
spoofed source addresses to cause those machines to au-
tomatically send responses to the spoofed addresses. By
taking advantage of the common implementation details
of many network stacks, we can measure whether the
responses were received by the machine at the spoofed
address by exploiting the way that information flows
throughout these machines’ stacks.
In the following sections we provide an overview of the

techniques, technical trade-offs, research risks, and open
questions regarding how to run responsibly run these
measurements.

3.1 Side-channel network measurement
techniques

An idle scan is a side channel technique that takes ad-
vantage of the fact that some machines’ network stacks
fill the IP Identifier (IPID) field in the IP header using a
globally incrementing counter [15]. This counter enables
us to, for example, send two pings to such a machine and
then count how many packets the machine has sent be-
tween the two pings by taking the difference of the IPIDs
in our ping responses. By sending a SYN to a server with
the source address of a desired vantage point with a glob-
ally incrementing counter, we can measure whether the
server’s SYNACK response was received by the vantage
point by measuring whether the vantage point sent a RST
to the server in response to the SYNACK. One disadvan-
tage of an idle scan is that vantage points, in addition to
having globally incrementing IP id counters, must be idle;
otherwise, it is difficult to determine whether the client is
sending RST’s or if it is sending packets to other hosts.
Another technique called a backlog scan, takes advan-

tage of the fact that servers’ SYN backlogs have finite
storage space [22]. We first send the server a large num-
ber of ”canary” SYNs to fill a large amount of the back-
log. Then we send the server SYNs with the spoofed
source addresses of our desired vantage point as with
the idle scan. If neither of the SYNs’ corresponding
SYNACK or RST packets were filtered, then these SYNs
will be removed from the backlog when the server re-
ceives the RST. Otherwise, the SYNs will remain in the
backlog, taking up space. Finally, we send the server an-
other large number of canary SYNs. Assuming we sent
enough canaries to overflow the backlog, then some of
our canaries that we initially sent will have been evicted;
however, if the spoofed SYNs were never removed from
the backlog, then even more of our canaries will have
been evicted. We can count how many of our SYNs are
still in the backlog by attempting to complete the hand-
shake all of these half-open connections; however, other
packets can be sent to count them without having to com-
plete the handshake as described in Zhang et al [22]. By
comparing the number of SYNs still in the backlog, we

can measure whether the spoofed SYNs were removed
from the backlog or if there was filtering.
A third technique is called a fragment scan. This tech-

nique is similar to the backlog scan except that it instead
takes advantage of the fact that machines have finite stor-
age space for their fragment caches that they use to collect
incoming fragmented IP datagrams’ fragments. Unlike
the previous scans, this scan operates in Layer 3 and thus
can be combined with one of the previous Layer 4 tech-
niques to distinguish between censorship implemented in
Layer 3 versus Layer 4.

3.2 Side-channel research risks
Unlike client-side measurements it is not possible to re-
ceive prior informed consent for side channel experi-
ments. Research ethics frameworks state that the follow-
ing conditions must be met for informed consent to be
waived: 1) the research involves no more than minimal
risk to participants; 2) the waiver of consent requirements
is unlikely to adversely affect the welfare of the partici-
pants; 3) it is impossible or impractical to carry out the
research and address the research questions properly if
prior consent of participants is required [13].
If the intent of a project is to use one of the side chan-

nel techniques we outline above to measure Internet filter-
ing then obtaining prior informed consent is impractical,
as it would require having some means to communicate
with the users beforehand and would reduce and bias the
random sampling that is desirable to get a wide range of
representativemeasurements. Given the impracticality of
obtaining prior informed consent side channel measure-
ments must be designed with technical mitigations for re-
ducing risks to a minimum and protect the welfare of any
affected stakeholders.
As many of these techniques are novel and have not

been extensively studied (especially in the context of In-
ternet filtering detection) there are numerous open ethi-
cal and technical questions. In the following section we
outline technical and ethical tradeoffs these techniques
present and the open questions that emerge.

3.3 Responsible side-channel measure-
ments

Table 1 lists common side channel techniques and their
respective tradeoffs, with respect to both measurement
concerns and ethical concerns. For illustration purposes,
we assume that any given side channel measurement is
performed from a measurement machine under the con-
trol of the researchers, and the goal of the measurement is
to detect filtering between a given client and server that
can be anywhere on the Internet. For side channels not
based on TCP/IP the notion of server and client is not
important, they can just be any two machines, but we use
the terms client and server for all side channels in this
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Side Channel Measurement Considerations Ethical Considerations
IPID Approx. 1% of IPv4 address space has global IPIDs;

difficult to apply in IPv6 because the fragment ID is
only included in fragments

Requires a relatively low rate of packets (e.g., 5 per
second); measurement machine must communicate
directly with client.

SYN backlog Every machine on the Internet with an open port
(i.e., every server) has a SYN backlog; SYN back-
logs vary fromOS to OS; relatively noise-free signal
compared to IPID side channel

Some OSes do not properly protect themselves
against DoS; requires a relatively low rate of pack-
ets (e.g., 5 per second); measurement machine must
communicate directly with server.

Fragment cache Virtually no noise; fragment cache implementations
vary widely

Some fragment cache implementations do not pro-
tect properly against DoS; packet rates depend on
fragment cache size.

ICMP rate limits Not well studied; may be relatively low noise. Can be elicited from gateway routers for IP addresses
where no machine exists; may be possible to use at
very low packet rates (e.g., 5 per second).

Table 1: Technical and Ethical considerations for Side Channel Techniques

discussion.
The IP Identifier (IPID) side channel, known as an idle

scan, was first proposed by Antirez [10]. It is relatively
well understood in terms of its noise properties, and is
widely applicable since about 1% of the address space has
global IPIDs and even for machine without global IPIDs
some information flow exists in the IPID.
The SYN backlog idle scan was first presented in En-

safi et al [15] in a form that required denial of service
(DoS) for the side channel to be used, but more recent
implementations only require that the SYN backlog be
half full for information to flow [16, 22].
The hybrid idle scan is not listed in Table 1, but it can

be seen as a combination of the IPID side channel and the
SYN backlog side channel. This technique can addition-
ally allow the direction of filtering to be measured with
the same tradeoffs of using the IPID side channel.
The fragment cache side channel was first presented by

Knockel and Crandall [19]. It is the most widely applica-
ble side channel in terms of the high number of Internet
hosts that will reply to IP fragments, including routers and
machines that are otherwise completely inaccessible be-
cause of a host firewall. However, the implementations
of fragment caches for various OSes and devices varies
widely.
ICMP rate limitations were first presented by Ensafi et

al [15]. There has not been enough research into how
hosts on the Internet respond with ICMP, what rate lim-
its apply, and how those rate limits are applied to fully
understand this side channel.

3.4 Open ethical questions
We now discuss side channel measurements techniques
in the context of the following ethical questions:

Is it necessary for the measurement machine IP ad-
dress to appear in traffic logs for both the server and
the client? It is common practice for Internet measure-

ments to host a web page on the measurement machine
stating the purpose of the measurements and provid-
ing contact information for network administrators that
would like to “opt out” of future measurements. This
practice assumes that the measurement machine’s IP ad-
dress appears in packet logs for all machines and net-
works that are targeted in the measurements. In order
to perform side channel measurements, the measurement
machine generally must communicate directly with either
the client or the server. However, of the side channels dis-
cussed above only the hybrid idle scan and the fragment
cache side channel have the property that the measure-
ment machine communicates with both the server and the
client during measurements. For the other side channels,
the measurement machine could be made to send packets
to both the client and server but this may make it much
easier for censors to block measurements.

What is the proper level of risk with respect to de-
nial of service? In general, all of the above side chan-
nels can be utilized without causing denial of service, as-
suming that only one measurement machine is perform-
ing measurements at a time for any given server or client.
Two exceptions are that some machines (e.g. some ver-
sions of Windows) do not properly protect themselves
against SYN floods, meaning the SYN backlog side chan-
nel causes DoS in these cases, and that some small frac-
tion of fragment cache implementations do not prop-
erly protect themselves against DoS when their fragment
cache is filled by measurements using the fragment cache
side channel. In most cases, even if DoS occurs it is easy
to detect and relatively minor. For example, virtually all
modern network stacks will send SYN cookies by default
when the SYN backlog becomes full. SYN cookies still
allow other clients to connect, but with sometimes re-
duced throughput (because of the lack of a scaled flow
control window). Furthermore, it is possible for mea-
surement machines to detect other measurements being
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performed and back off. All of the above side channels
can be developed and adapted to mitigate DoS, but what
level of risk with respect to DoS should be designed into
side channel measurements?

What packet rates are acceptable? A related, but
separate, question is: what packet rates are acceptable?
This number can also depend on the type of packet. For
example, SYN packets at a high rate that does not cause
DoS can still be flagged as a potential attack by a network
intrusion detection system. Large ICMP packets sent at a
relatively slow rate can use a lot of bandwidth and poten-
tially consume the bandwidth on low-bandwidth links.

What kind of machine should the client be? What
if the client is associated with a person? A major issue
that arises from side channel measurements is that they
may intervene in the client’s environment and cause risk
for the client. A specific concern is that an individual
or government monitoring the network will mistakenly
think that the client is trying to communicate with the
server. An idea (that has been mentioned by a number
of colleagues) is to traceroute to a given client and then
find a router near the client that can be used as the client
instead, e.g., a router with a global IPID can be used as
a client in the hybrid idle scan. This mitigation is what
is done in the Censored Planet project [2]. Another pos-
sibility is to use something like the ICMP rate limitation
side channel, where the “client” can be an IP address that
is unresponsive (i.e., no client exists at that IP address)
and the side channel is actually being measured on its
gateway router. Yet another possibility is to use servers
as clients, on the theory that web servers cannot be tied
to one person as clients. For noisy side channels such as
the IPID or hybrid idle scan, this may not be practical be-
cause servers typically have a high amount of IPID noise.
Another possible mitigation is to perform measure-

ments for entire /24s at once, so that no individual can be
associated with the measurements incorrectly. Any side
channel measurement can be performed in this way, but
this technique will be more effective if a large fraction of
the /24 meets the requirements of the measurement. For
example, the fragment cache side channel could be per-
formed usefully for a large fraction of many /24s.

4 Conclusion
Client-side and side channel measurements should be
seen as options in the network measurement toolkit. De-
ciding which approach is best for a particular research
question requires careful assessment of technical and eth-
ical considerations. As open questions regarding respon-
siblemeasurements abound the community should see re-
search ethics as both a practical concern and a subject of
study on its own. Guidelines and protocols for running
experiments need to be developed from within the com-
munity and inform institutions on how accepted research

ethics principles apply to our work and what grey areas
still persist.
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